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The user expressed concern about long periods of 
heat on the product and how that may affect the 
handles

She remembered it was easy to tip over

She noticed that it was imperative to pick the wok 
up with 2 hands

The user described the heat distribution positively

She liked the light weight of the wok

The user wished that the handles be covered up by 
a non-conductive material that would prevent heat 
from travelling to handles

She wanted the non-stick properties (coating, 
material) to be stronger 

Expressed that it would be more convenient if she 
could pick it up with one hand

Thought that a round bottom would be beneficial 
to stirring

First year Carleton University student staying in on- 
campus residence dorms

5’3” Female

Has a reduced meal plan offered through the 
university

She was cooking her breakfast meal

Very little counterspace, filled with other applianc-
es, a dish rack

dark, no natural light, clean

Induction burner is stored above 
the fridge under panini press box, 
box must be moved to access the 
burner 

Remove burner from top of fridge Wok is stored underneath pans in 
the cupboard

The burner is plugged into the 
closest electrical outlet, this 
involved unplugging the toaster 
oven

The induction burner is turned on. It is 
important to note that this did cause 
confusion setting temperature

Pan is coated with oil, manipulated 
with two hands to evenly coat the 
wok

Food is added and begins the 
cooking process

Food must be stirred to avoid 
burning, sticking and uneven 
cooking. The utensil chosen was a 
plastic spatula.

When cooking is complete, food is 
removed using the same utensil used to 
stir

Wok is cleaned right away with soap 
and hot water to avoid stuck on food

Wok is re-stored in lower cabinets. 
Note that the burner was left out for 
future use

MEMORIES DREAMS PARTICIPANT & ENVIRONMENT



The fryer is stored on the 
Counter space in a corner

Oil tray is removed prior 
to moving fryer

The fryer is placed on stove top, under 
the ventilation hood

Magnetic power 
terminal is attached

Oil is poured from tray into 
the frying basin

Power (temp) is selected and 
left to heat

Green LED indicates temp 
selected has been achieved

The participant changed out of their good clothes to 
avoid “fried food” smell clinging to them.

The participant used the deep-fryer under the ventilation 
hood to reduce fried food smell in house.

The participant was unfamiliar with the steps due to rarely 
using the fryer.

While emptying the oil into the basin, the participant 
spilled some oil onto the stove.

The user noted that the oil tray often leaks and makes a 
mess.

The user liked the magnetic power terminal as it eliminates 
tripping hazards.

The user mentions how the self filtration drain option is 
convenient and allows for easier clean up.

The user also likes that the basket can be clipped above the 
oil (to place and drain food)

The user suggested have some method of lifting the 
basket out of the oil automatically.

The user felt that having a close circuit for oil filtration 
and drainage would be cleaner (no spills)

The user mentions having a better way of long term 
storage would be advantages (collapsible)

Food placed in basketBasket with food dropped into oilLid is placed to prevent splashing 
of oil

Cooked food is left to drain 
from oil

Oil is drained back into tray and the fryer is disassembled for cleaning

MEMORIES DREAMS PARTICIPANT & ENVIRONMENT

THE ACTIVITY OF FOCUS: DEEP FRYING
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THE ACTIVITY OF FOCUS: AIR FRYING

MEMORIESPARTICIPANT & ENVIRONMENT DREAMS 

Place an image showing
activity environment

Male participant aged 58

Cooks often for enjoyment

Clean, organised, bright, and spacious 
kitchen environment

Welcoming  

Plenty of space for storage and 
counter space 

+ -
“Simple with manual”

Comfortable walking 
away

Could see progression

Produced crispy fry to 
potatoes

Good capacity 

“Simple with manual”

Not used often

Handle became hot

Would prefer newer
model (size/aesthetic)

Does not handle 
liquids well (batters)

Would prefer the newer model due to 
larger capacity and aesthetics

Would prefer an air fryer with a faster cook
time (french fries too 30mins)

Louder alarm for timer 

Took out air fryer and 
plugged in

Filled spoon provided
with oil and our into main
cavity before closing

Add sliced potatoes Set timer Turn on air fryer

Watched TV while the
potatoes fried

Began to get impatient 
with cook time, checking
on progress

Lifted and removed inner
cavity to pour contents

Let air fryer fully cool before
cleaning

Return the air fryer to
drawer for storage
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We found that the more casual user tended to favor stove top (non electric) 
methods for everyday use over electric appliances. This is most likely due to 
practicality,convince and cost.

Deep-frying is not a common a common cooking method, because of this not 
many people tend to keep these devices and thus are even less inclined to buy 
them.  Adding to this is the fact most electric fryers are large and not aesthetic 
pleasing.

Electrical devices are safer and require less observation than non electrical 
devices 

Cleaning an electric device is more difficult to clean than a non electric 
device.

Intuitive
Safety

Performance/ reliability
Servicabilty

Aesthetic 
Features

CONCLUSION
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 When conducting our research we were able to study a range of age 
groups, genders, living conditions and personalities performing a variety of 
different tasks related to our project. This permitted us to examine different 
points of view, habits, routines and perspectives. The EC Guide was very 
helpful in identifying possible issues, shortcomings, and positive aspects of the 
various products assessed. Due to the fact that the first step was to complete the 
tasks ourselves, this created a feeling of empathy towards the user. Observing 
end users and following steps 0 through 4 deepened our knowledge about 
how diverse people use similar products differently. Our observations allowed 
us to confirm or deny our pre-existing ideas and assumptions we had about 
these processes as well as gain valuable insight to help us with the next steps of 
our project. Through conducting our ethnographic research and utilizing the EC 
guide, we can use the data collected to further better the design of 
Deep-Fryers


